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except upon the hypothesis of a desire to supplant Mr. Clay in the confidence and favor of the protectionists, -were even more so. The nature and extent of the protection to be given to the domestic industry of the Country had been settled by a law just enacted, which was, by its terms, to remain in force for a long series of years. In his speech on its passage Mr. Webster had raised an issue for the public, asserting in as open a manner as he thought eligible and safe in his then position — the 'affirmative of that issue, to wit: that the bill abandoned the principle of protection, and insinuating that it was founded on concessions that the system was unconsitutional and that it had been sacrificed to the menaces of South Carolina. At no time, after the adjournment, did he either agitate the subject with the avowed object of obtaining a repeal of the law or make a distinct point that the bill which had been passed involved an abadomnent of the protective system, and yet he devoted himself industriously to the work of magnifying the importance of the system in the estimation of the people, portraying the evils that would befall the Country if it was abandoned, and directing popular distrust at men and measures which might be supposed to favor such a result. To have contended before the people, after its passage, that Mr. Clay's bill was such a measure would have been received by that gentlemen's friends as a direct attack upon him and was therefore deemed inex-pedient; the course adopted was as Avell calculated to weaken Mr. Clay with the protectionists and was therefore preferred. Would not his faculties have been indeed obtuse if Mr. Clay had failed to see in all Mr. Webster's movements, since their last parting, the most satisfactory proof that his objects were to unhorse the acknowledged leader of the opposition and to conciliate the good will and support of President Jackson and of as many as possible of his friends in his own favor for the succession, in the form and to the extent which after developments might show to be practicable, and auspicious? Whatever may be our conclusion as to Mr. Clay's judgment or dis-cretion as exhibited in guarding himself against the dangers by which his political positions were threatened there was never good reason to question his intelligence or accuracy in penetrating the designs ° of his opponents. Perhaps the former object required more habitual self control than may be ascribed to him, whilst for success in the latter he was amply qualified by the genius with which nature had liberally endowed him. He, in all probability, apprehended Mr. Webster's views before he came to Washington at the meeting of Congress, and his convictions in regard to them were riveted within two days after Mr. W.'s arrival by the demonstration 211 ade by the latter on Grundy's motion, which aimed a blow directly at a material
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